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SERVICE CLASSIFICTION NO. 13 (Cont'd)

LARGE POWER SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION SERVICE (Cont'd)
SPECIAL PROVISIONS (Cont'd)
13.7 ENERGY VALUE OPTION PLAN (Cont'd)

Limitations on Energy Deliveries (Cont'd)
Peak Periods
A customer's average peak period hourly energy deliveries shall not be
less than its scheduled average off peak hourly energy deliveries
multiplied by the peak-to-off peak ratio from the same month of the
prior year.  There is no upper limit for peak period energy deliveries.
Customers will continue to receive their pro-rata share of the Company's
nuclear and low cost hydro.  However, in the event it is determined by
the Company that peak period energy deliveries are adversely impacting
non-EVOP customers or causing a contingency that would adversely affect
system reliability, the Company reserves the right to impose a peak
period limitation.

  
Availability
Each customer eligible to participate in the EVOP shall be allocated a
portion of the 50 MW off peak usage limit by dividing the customer's
Maximum Eligibility Allocation by the total of the Maximum Eligibility
Allocations of all customers eligible to participate, and multiplying
that result by the 50 MW off peak usage limit.  This allocation will be
assigned on a monthly basis.  If any customer chooses not to participate
or selects an Approved Off-Peak MW Allocation that is less than its
Maximum Eligibility Allocation, the remaining customers will be notified
of any additional available MWs.  Customers interested in obtaining
additional MWs will receive an allocation in proportion to their Maximum
Eligibility Allocation.
Charges for Service Supplied by Central Hudson
The following rates and charges shall be assessed for service supplied
by the Company:
1)  Customer Charge

The customer shall be assessed the full monthly rate specified
above.

2)  Demand Charges
The customer will be assessed the full monthly rate specified above.
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